Bells have never rung so sensuously…
Exciting gifts for your loved one with the best love toys from FUN
FACTORY
A gift certificate from the perfume shop, a book from the bestseller list or maybe another pair of boxer
shorts? The classic gifts are always welcome but sometimes lacking a bit in imagination. Every year
men and women are occupied with the same thing – especially at Christmas – the question: How can I
surprise my lover? What will bring a sparkle to my “wife’s” eye? It should be something special,
something playful or fresh and, of course, the best quality. In short, only the best for your partner.
Bremen, October 2014 – The selected gift ideas from FUN FACTORY, one of Europe’s largest
manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish silicone love toys, not only has price-conscious offers for
under the Christmas tree, but also just the ideas to get rid of boredom in the bedroom So the festival
of love is guaranteed to become a festival of passion for HER, HIM or both partners at once FUN
FACTORY wishes you a thrilling Christmas, full of experimentation and fun with your gifts!
A packet full of passion – exciting gift ideas only for HER

UNO or preferably DUO? The SMARTBALLS from FUN FACTORY are available in
two versions with one or two vaginal balls. Even though these balls are not suitable for
the Christmas tree, they contain unimaginable powers. The pelvic muscles are trained with
SMARTBALL UNO or SMARTBALLS DUO and prevent physical ailments like incontinence. Plus, they provide
a regular training which leads to more fun during sex, because a trained pelvic floor is much more sensitive
and the man enjoys the snugger fit. (SMARTBALL UNO €17.50, SMARTBALLS DUO €24.50 recommended
sales price).
The love god AMORINO is certain to give HER sensuous holidays: the MiniVIBRATOR, thanks to its
unique stimulation band, delivers unimaginable pleasures! The externally used stimulation band
passes on the vibrations from the rechargeable vibrator and promises even more refined finesse and
thrills for any game. SHE will worship the AMORINO (€69 recommended sales price).
For the rhythm of desire to keep up with the Christmas pace, the pulsator STRONIC EINS is the
ultimate luxury gift for HER. Pulsators are not classic vibrators, but rather suggest with their patented
technology the male’s thrust movements with astounding accuracy. No desire is left unfulfilled. Strong
and powerful, rhythmic and intense. All this is the STRONIC EINS from FUN FACTORY. Realistic
and spirited, the STRONIC EINS brings your passion to climax (€154 recommended sales price).

The first to be unwrapped – gift ideas to thrill HIM
Little boys get cars for Christmas. But how can you surprise the big boys?
With the penis tip massager COBRA LIBRE II the grown man gets a refined,
luxury-line, rechargeable and stylish masturbator. Inspired by the sleekelegant design of the legendary sports car AC Cobra, the COBRA LIBRE II
powerfully stimulates all the senses. Two motors create eleven finely tuned
vibration programs for a directly stimulation of the glans from above and
below. The COBRA LIBREII doesn’t have to be moved up and down by
hand, and instead allows for unlimited relaxation before and after the
holidays (€104 recommended sales price).
Also the prostate stimulator DUKE completely takes care of all of HIS needs with a noble touch. Thanks to the
ergonomic shape the prostate vibrator fits the male anatomy perfectly to totally pleasure HIM. At first glance, it
seems small, but when inserted anally the DUKE releases with its light touch extreme erotic waves. The
powerful vibrations create a heavenly holiday storm or can arouse discreetly and under a gentle control.
(€64.50 recommended sales price).
Beautiful pleasures for two – gifts for couples
Of course, Christmas is a time of secrets. B BALLS are especially on call, because of their quiet,
invisible and inside pleasures. With every movement whether chaste or wild, these unique anal
balls, thanks to the rotating elements, release vibrations throughout the body, giving body and soul
a long-lasting soaring sensation – and all without a motor. Two connected elements combine the
thrill of an anal chain with the safe comfort of an anal plug. With the little secret inside, everyday
activities and your sex life get an extra erotic kick – solo or with a partner. (€ 29.50 recommended
price).
The couples toy SHAREVIBE delivers sensual-thrilling "Good Vibrations" for the holidays. Following the motto
that giving and receiving belong together, this unique toy makes role play for the active and the passive
partner even more exciting. The vibrating double dildo can be held in by the active woman without a harness
and invites users to live out their fantasies, switch roles and to experiment a lot. During love games the
SHAREVIBE connects partners naturally and pleasures simultaneously the active and passive partners
(€ 99 recommended price).
You will find more ideas and inspirations at www.funfactory.com and at www.fullonlove.com.
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About FUN FACTORY:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its
headquarters in Bremen, Germany. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right
up to completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and
come directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer
and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA and in 2013 a branch in
Spain. Today the company has over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with
its products.
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